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Experience a young  

selection of wines  

from the wild west  

of Germany

Wild Germany

Steep Slopes on the Moselle

The vineyards of the Kiebel family are located on 

the beautiful Moselle. The wild south-west of Ger-

many is on the borders to France, Luxembourg and 

the Netherlands.
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Alexandra &  

Markus Kiebel

Born to Make Wine

Working with wine is something that is in 

the young couple’s genes – both come from 

families who have been making wine for 

generations. 

It is not surprising then that they would 

turn their passion into their profession. 

Markus Kiebel studied viticulture and oeno-

logy at the renowned Geisenheim Universi-

ty, while Alexandra Kiebel’s major there 

was in international wine business and 

marketing. A dream team for an exciting 

wine with a distinct profile. 

With their “Kiebel Wild Wine” line, the two 

deliberately break with conventional pat-

terns. They place their focus instead on a 

feeling of freedom and independence. Al-

exandra Kiebel, as a passionate Western 

rider, and Markus Kiebel, who spends much 

of his time in the great outdoors, love get-

ting dusty and sweaty when they work. Both 

worlds blend in their young “Kiebel Wild 

Wine” line.   

 
Energy, mastery, vigor, passion and lots of 

work is in every drop of Kiebel wine. 
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Pinot Blanc

After Work
WHITE WINE  

First comes work, then the Pinot. Brush the 

dust off your shoulders, put those cowboy 

boots up and warm yourselves by the camp-

fire. This pinot blanc is a perfect balance of 

elegance and complexity. Enjoy the evening 

with a nice piece of meat or fish from the 

grill and this wine in your glass – that’s 

right: After work.

Riesling

Wild Life
WHITE WINE  

Saddle up your horses because this straight 

Riesling is a flying gallop of citrus, apple and 

stone fruit aromas. The dynamic interplay of 

sweet & sour works in combination with the 

zingy and crisp minerality typical of the 

Moselle. For all those who love the wild life 

and a Riesling the way it should be.

Taste  
     the  Wild

Riesling Brut

For Champions
SPARKLING WINE  

For all those who are passionately involved. 

For the heroes of everyday life and the daily 

rodeo. This sparkling wine is a tingling pro-

mise, enhancing every special moment. The 

beautiful perlage disperses flavors of lemon, 

apple and pear over the tongue and remains 

long on the palate. This sparkling wine is 

only for you. For champions.

Wild Wine

Wild Nature

On the steep slopes of the romantic Mosel 

landscape, deep in the Wild West of Germany, 

grow the grapes belonging to a young hus-

band-and-wife team of vintners, the Kiebels. 

The mineral slate soil and optimal sunny 

slopes leave their mark on the balanced fla-

vor of the wine, just as does the Kiebel philo-

sophy: When working with a horse or the 

grape, the person directs the way, but does 

only that which is absolutely necessary. In 

harmony with nature, the vines are pruned 

during the harsh winter and the grapes are 

thinned out in the dusty summer.   

By harvesting at just the right moment the 

hard work pays off with ripe grapes high on 

the Oechsle scale. 

Later in the wine cellar, Markus Kiebel’s 

credo applies: To obtain high quality, you 

need to process the grapes carefully. A 

gentle pressing of the grapes along with a 

fermentation that is slow and controlled 

results in fruity fresh wines. Left on long 

reins, the wine is free to run until it has 

reached just the right age to be bottled. 

You can taste all that in Kiebels’ wild wine. 

Drink Wild!

DRINK  
WILD!


